
  Milena Timur:Hello Everyone 
  Michael Oghia:Hi 
  AICHA JERIDI:hi everybody 
  hadia elminiawi:heloo all 
  hadia elminiawi:hello all 
  Manal Ismail:hello everone :) !! 
  Fahd Batayneh:Hello Everyone 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Hello all. We'll be starting shortly 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Hello Everyone! 
  Michael Oghia:Hey Hamza! 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Hey Mike! 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:I hope everyone is excited as usual!  
  Fahd Batayneh:I will not be able to speak into the call as my Internet is not very good, but will try to 
support 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Keep up the grat work! 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Thanks Fahd 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:I suppose my voice came out clear?? 
  Manal Ismail:Can't hear !! 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:We can here you clearly  
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Great Hamza. Your mic works fine, can you test? 
  Manal Ismail:very starnge !! is it only me who can't hear ? 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Please ass your recommendation Walid for Track 2 if I can't speak with the Mike 
with the feedback of everybody... 
  Nadira:Same thing here, I can't hear 
  Fahd Batayneh:Walid, I can hear you 
  Nadira:Now, I do 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:OK, seems an issue with your device Manal? 
  Michael Oghia:Now I do as well 
  Milena Timur:+1 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Niow we can hear you walid!  
  AICHA JERIDI:i can't 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:hello everybody 
  AICHA JERIDI:it is fine now 
  Manal Ismail:Will try to connect again .. 
  Tijani BEN JEMAA:Walid can u plz speak closer to the mic or speak laoder? 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:would u plz speak louder 
  Zakir:Hi all.  
  Zakir:Yes,@Walid, can you please.  
  Zakir:much better now. thanks.  
  Manal Ismail:Can't hear a word .. apologies for that .. will try to check the problem from my side then !! 
  dhouha:hello :) 
  Tijani BEN JEMAA:No Manel, Walid's voice was too week, and now, after I told him, now it's a little bit 
better 
  Tijani BEN JEMAA:but still week 
  Zakir:yes, the same was the case with track 2 work too. but it was in light of the ICANN Strategic Plan.  
  Nadira:Thanks exactly as I did 
  AICHA JERIDI:Agree Walid 



  Manal Ismail:Thanks Tijani .. but I still can't hear anything .. pobably a tech issue from my side .. 
checking and hope to be able to slove quickly .. 
  AICHA JERIDI:yes clear 
  Zakir:yea @Walid. clear.  
  Nadira:But we still can introduce something new 
  Zakir:@Nadia, plz chk your mic. 
  Zakir:yes now.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Please can you add me your feedbacks on track 2 ! I might be not be able to speak 
@zakir @Farzaneh  
  Zakir:@Hamza, you want us to seak and give a quick overview.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:yes please ! 
  Zakir:Alright.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:yes good Hadia, will add your suggestion to track 2 very important 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:hello all and sorry for the delay 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:+1000 walid 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:i think that ME community may be involved or engaged  in the IANA Transition  
so the futur strategy may include some actions to introduce How this community may be engaged in this 
transition and most of participate and impact this transition 
  AICHA JERIDI:+1 Chokri 
  dhouha:+1 chokri 
  AICHA JERIDI:+1 Walid 
  Zakir:let me give a review.  
  Ahlam Abu-Jadallah:Please Zakir  
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:@walid please walid could you transmit my proposal because i couldn't speak 
  hadia elminiawi:Thank you Zakir and Hamza 
  Zakir:thanks Hadia. and thanks for your input in there too.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Thanks Hadia! 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Thank you for you input Hadia ! 
  hadia elminiawi:thank you Hamza for all the hardwork 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:we still have a few section that still not filled for example how to proactively plan 
for changes in the use of unique identifiers and develop technology roadmaps to help guide ICANN 
activities.... 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Hadia can you please comments ? 
  hadia elminiawi:Sorry my mic is not working 
  Zakir:@Hamza, Some points (from the Strategic Plan) are not directly related to the MEAC Strategy. As 
can be seen in the comments in there. (track 2). Again, we will look into it.  
  Manal Ismail:Sorry couldn't solve the problem .. will hand up and hear the recording .. 
  Zakir:@Walid, sounds better.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:do you have any concers on track 2 ? 
  hadia elminiawi:@Tijani I agree 
  Zakir:@All, hamza has a question. any input or comments about track 2 please. 
  dhouha:+1 Tijani 
  Nadira:sorry 
  hadia elminiawi:@Tijani yes, "help" 
  AICHA JERIDI:creation will probably improve the outcomes and the effeciency of the strategy 
  Zakir:@Walid, when are we suspending new contributions to the 2 docs. see if you can share the time 
so those having any points/input in mind can add ASAP.  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:+1 walid 



  Nadira:+1  
  hadia elminiawi:+1 
  dhouha:+1 
  AICHA JERIDI:means that we can not add anymore Walid 
  AICHA JERIDI:? 
  Zakir:Alright, so, we will contribute to the merged document. sounds ok.  
  AICHA JERIDI:ok thank you clear  
  Walid Al-Saqaf:https://www.gliffy.com/go/publish/11014409 
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:How different layers are linked to eachother ? 
  Zakir:@Hamza, layers are Goals, Objective, Actions, Stakholders etc. And as mentioned by Walid, the 
colours is sort of a logicaly related subjects.  
  Zakir:1.  Stakholders help perform the actions.  
  Zakir:2. Actions will contribute to achieving objecctives.  
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:@walid could you export the digramm in others format so can use  or update it 
  Nadira:Thank you Walid for inroducing this great diagram.   
  Zakir:3. and the objectives will result in Goals achievements.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:Thanks a milliion very impressive work! 
  Zakir:@Walid, thanks for putthing this together. this is helpful.  
  Zakir:Entrepreneurship Center.  
  Hamza Ben Mehrez:can you send us a Pdf version ? 
  Nadira:My question: to the working group. What are we introducing something that boost the DNS 
industry?  
  dhouha:+1 Tijani :) 
  hadia elminiawi:great and clear work Walid, though I disagree with the broad labels, but it does not 
matter since we understand what you mean  
  Zakir:yea, from policy, business, security, etc etc perspectives.  
  Nadira:I've used it before  
  hadia elminiawi:thanks Walid 
  hadia elminiawi:+ Tijani 
  hadia elminiawi:I agree with you Tijani 
  AICHA JERIDI:the diagram is clear , but goals are only 3 not 5  
  Nadira:+1  
  Zakir:+1. I agree with Tijani.  
  Zakir:someone else's mic in on. 
  Nadira:Thanks Walid for great productive meeting.  
  Zakir:I think this point was discussed earlier in the Charter document work.  
  Nadira:No problem from my end... 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:congrat walid great job 
  AICHA JERIDI:no problm 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:thank you Walid 
  hadia elminiawi:Thank you all 
  Zakir:thansk everyone. Thanks Walid. have a nice rest of the day.  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:thank you all 
  AICHA JERIDI:thank you Walid 
  Milena Timur:thank you all, bye 
  Michael Oghia:Let me know how I can help with proofing :) 
  hadia elminiawi:bye 
  dhouha:thank you Walid and all :) 


